Eclipse™ Secure Cover-Up Fencing by Ultra Aluminum™

Strong, Architecturally-Pleasing, Welded Aluminum Privacy Screening in Three Different Designs.

An All-Aluminum, or Aluminum+Vinyl Privacy Fence System with a Lifetime Limited Warranty.
You won’t find many privacy screen panel systems with this amazing combination of attributes.
It won’t rust. It won’t rot. You won’t get that with wood, vinyl alone or steel. It must be Ultra Aluminum™ fencing.

- Low-Maintenance Aluminum
- Never Needs Painting
- Won’t Rust, Rot, Crack or Peel
- Lifetime Limited Warranty

Eclipse, Eclipse VP and Eclipse Air™ Privacy Panels are offered in a variety of widths and heights to meet your requirements. Manufactured with Ultrum™ alloy, with a minimum strength of 35,000 psi., Eclipse Aluminum™ panels, posts and rails are as strong as steel, but will never rust.

Colors shown represent an approximate comparison and may vary slightly from actual product color.
Eclipse™ Secure Cover-Up Fencing by Ultra Aluminum™

Privacy, with the Strength of Ultra Aluminum.

Eclipse™ aluminum privacy screening features strength and durability that you just can’t get from a typical vinyl or wood fence systems. It’s the ideal privacy panel for a residential, commercial or industrial application, as patio or balcony screening, to contain or shield air conditioning equipment, dumpsters, pipes, and electrical systems. Eclipse™ privacy fencing is designed to last for years and years without the worry of ongoing maintenance.

Materials

All Ultra Aluminum™ components are extruded from Ultrum™ 6005-T5 alloy, with a minimum ultimate strength of 35,000 psi. Ultra Aluminum™ posts come in a variety of thicknesses, and are also Powercoat™ finished.

Ultra Lifetime Warranty

Ultra Aluminum™ products are guaranteed for life against defects in workmanship and/or materials. The Powercoat™ finish is guaranteed for life against cracking, peeling or chipping.

Manufactured by Ultra Aluminum Manufacturing Inc.
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